
FIFTH CLASS - ABSTRACT ART 

I. INTRODUCTION 

) 

What do you see when you look? Name some things. 
Objects, people, pictures, scenes, trees, sky, earth etc. 

What if I asked you to look at just lines, shapes, and colors. Can you 
make a picture of just these elements of art? 

Yes. 

Would it look like any recognizable object? Would it have any 
subject matter that you could identify? 

No. 

If available, show younger children Tana Hoban's book of 
photographs, Look Again! (New York: Macmillan, 1971) to emphasize 
that you cannot always tell what an object is by focusing in on only a 
small part of it. 

Would a picture of just lines, shapes, and colors be a portrait? a 
landscape? a still life? a narrative painting? 

No. 

Then would it be a new type of art that we have never seen before 
in a Learning to Look class? 

Yes! 

This type of art is called abstract art. It does not try to represent 
people, places or things in the real world. In earlier Learning to Look 
classes this year, we noticed how many modern artists tend to 
simplify and flatten the images they paint. Today we are going to 
look at the works of three artists who paint abstractly. (Write the 
word "abstract" on the blackboard.) 

A good definition of abstract art for kids is: 
"Art in which the elements--line, shape, texture, or color- 
rather than a recognizable object have been stressed." 1 

_) 
1 Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan, The Painter's Eye, New York: Delacorte 
Press, 1991, p. 88. 
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Tell older students that many people regard the creation of abstract 
art, an art without recognizable subject matter, as the most 
important contribution of modern art. 

Why do you think 20th century artists moved away from painting 
pictures or making sculptures of identifiable subjects? 

They wanted to create something new, something completely 
different from earlier art. 
With the invention of the camera, it was no longer necessary 
for artists to record reality, to depict what things really looked 
like. 
Twentieth-century artists rejected the traditional rules of art 
such as perspective. Thus they were free to express 
themselves any way they wished with any materials they 
chose. 

Do you think all abstract art looks the same? 
No! 

Today we'll be surprised by the many different ways the elements of 
art can be arranged to make an interesting composition that is totally 
abstract. 

II. EYE EXERCISES 

See earlier lesson for a description. 



ID. O'KEEFFE 

A. Morning Glory with Black 

Artist - Georgia O'Keeffe 

Year Painted - 1926 

American (1887-1986) 

Medium - oil on canvas 

Size - 36 x 30 inches 

Props - poster of painting; photographs of flower(s) at close 
range; large sheets of white drawing paper; craypas; one 
real or artificial flower for each student 

Activity: Paint a bee's eye view of a flower 

{This painting is in the Cleveland Museum of Art. The Museum 
of Modern Art does own O'Keeffe's work, notably Lake George 
Window, but it is not available in poster format.) 

) 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION (for the teacher) 

Georgia O'Keeffe's monumental career as an artist spanned the 
20th century. She became the first woman artist whose life and 
works sparked great public interest and acclaim. Her abstract yet 
organic images of flowers, shells, bones, hills, and buildings reveal an 
artist of exceptional gifts as a colorist and great originality of vision. 

O'Keeffe was born on a farm in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin in 1887, 
the second of seven children. Her early years on the farm were 
happy ones, and the deep appreciation for nature displayed in her 
art was clearly rooted in her childhood perceptions of the flat 
Midwestern landscape. An independent, imaginative, and visually 
acute child, O'Keeffe recalled in her autobiography that her earliest 
memory was of sitting at nine months of age among white pillows on 
a colorful patchwork quilt. "My first memory is of the brightness of 
light--light all around. "2 As a child she loved to sew clothes for her 
china dolls and made a dollhouse for them as well. She and her 
younger sisters took art lessons in town. By the eighth grade, 
Georgia had already determined that she wanted to become an artist. 

2 Georgia O'Keeffe, Georgia O'Keeffe, New York: Penguin Books, 1976, p. 11. 
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Flowers were one of her favorite subjects to paint. An art teacher in 
nearby Madison encouraged her students to observe the odd shapes 
and delicate colors of a Jack-in-the-pulpit closely, a way of looking 
carefully at close range which O'Keeffe developed in her subsequent 
work. 

In 1902 the O'Keeffe family moved to Williamsburg, Virginia 
and Georgia went off to boarding school at Chatham Episcopal 
Institute. Three years later she enrolled at the Art Institute of 
Chicago but was disappointed by the emphasis on life drawing, the 
poor working conditions, and the chauvinistic attitude of the 
predominantly male students. In 1907 at the age of twenty she 
journeyed to New York City where she studied with William Merritt 
Chase at the Art Students League, and won a prize for the best still 
life. She was also exposed for the first time to the new currents in 
art by accompanying fellow students to photographer Alfred 
Stieglitz's pathbreaking gallery "291" at 291 Fifth Avenue. Yet, at 
this point in her career, O'Keeffe was largely indifferent to both the 
modern art that hung on the walls there and to the man she would 
one day marry. 

Her family's deteriorating economic circumstances forced 
O'Keeffe to discontinue her studies and work for two years as a 
commercial artist in Chicago. Then she and her mother ran a 
boarding house in Charlottesville, Virginia. From 1908 to 1912, 
O'Keeffe lost interest in becoming an artist. A summer art class with 
Alon Bement at the University of Virginia, however, introduced her 
to Arthur Dow's innovative ideas about flat abstract arrangements of 
color and line. His interest in Japanese art as well as the emphasis on 
the elements of art were powerful influences on O'Keeffe's 
developing style. O'Keeffe got a job teaching art in Amarillo, Texas, 
her first exposure to the wide empty spaces of the Southwest that 
she came to love. In 1914 at the age of twenty-seven, however, she 
returned to New York City to study with Arthur Dow at Columbia 
University Teachers College. Economic necessity forced O'Keeffe to 
take another teaching job, this time in Charleston, South Carolina, in 
1915, but she continued to paint and sent her charcoal drawings to a 
friend in New York for her reaction. The friend secretly took them to 
Stieglitz who responded, "finally a woman on paper," and put the 
works up in his gallery .3 After returning to the city, O'Keeffe 
confronted Stieglitz about hanging her drawings without permission, 
but she allowed him to continue to show her work and an exhibit of 

) 
3 Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan, The American Eye, New York: Delacorte 
Press, 1995, p. 18. 
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them in 1917 helped to launch her career. O'Keeffe went back to 
teaching, but corresponded regularly with Stieglitz. In 1918 at age 
thirty-one, she moved to New York permanently and began living 
with the 54 year old photographer. The couple married in 1924 after 
Stieglitz's wife consented to a divorce. Over the course of two 
decades (1917-1937), Stieglitz made over 300 photographs of 
O'Keeffe's classic yet strong features, and her fame grew as much 
from the attention focused on her by Stieglitz and the press as from 
her art exhibits at his gallery. 

A loner by nature, O'Keeffe craved time apart. As early as 
1929 she began traveling to New Mexico without her husband. She 
drew inspiration for her art in the huge sky, empty spaces, and 
bleached bones of the high desert landscape. Until Stieglitz's death in 
1946, she would spend summers at the remote Ghost Ranch outside 
of Taos and return to New York in the winter. In 1949 she moved 
permanently to an adobe house in the out-of-the-way New Mexican 
town of Albiquiu. Her art went out of favor in the 1950s but a 
decade later reemerged as highly sought after. The Whitney 
Museum of American Art held a major retrospective of her work in 
1970. O'Keeffe's fiercely independent spirit and productivity into old 
age made her an icon of the feminist movement, although she had 
little patience for almost anyone who took time away from her work 
or disrupted her reclusive existence. She died at the age of 98, a 
much revered figure in 20th century American art. 

DIALOGUE SUGGESTIONS (for classroom presentation) 

Show students the poster of Morning Glory with Black without 
revealing its name or creator. 

Let's begin this class by asking a typical Learning to Look question: 
What is this a picture of! 

Students may at first be puzzled. 
"It's not a picture of anything." 
Some older students may recognize that it is a picture of lines, 
shapes, and colors. 

Encourage your students to look closely. Can they find an object that 
looks like a ball on a stick, or a lollipop? What might this be in 
relation to the rest of the picture? 

It's the part at the center of a flower called the pistil. 

_) 
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(Show students either the pistil of a real flower or a 
photograph of one.) 

This painting is actually a picture of a flower, a morning glory. It is 
entitled Morning Glory with Black and was painted in 1926 by 
Georgia O'Keeffe. (Tell older students briefly about O'Keeffe's life.) 
O'Keeffe was born on a farm in Wisconsin. She knew in the eighth 
grade that she wanted to become a professional artist. Her family 
fell on hard times, so Georgia had to interrupt her art studies several 
times to work as an art teacher. She married a famous photographer, 
Alfred Stieglitz, who was one of the first to discover her talent and 
promote it. She lived to be 98 years old and is America's most 
famous woman artist, although she herself never wanted to be 
praised simply as a female painter. 

What is it about the image here that makes it hard for us to 
recognize that it is a flower? 

The flower is huge. 
We don't see the whole flower. 
It's cut off at the edges. 
The flower is isolated from its surroundings. 

) Why is the flower so big? 
Because we are viewing it at very close range. 
It's as if we held the flower almost up to our eye. 

What creature can you think of that observes a flower this close? 
A bee! 
This is a bee's eye view of a morning glory. 

What equipment might you use to take a picture of a flower so that it 
is framed, close up, and cut-off at the edges? 

A camera! 
(Show photographs of flowers taken at close range if possible.) 

Because of the curving shapes and close-up point of view, this 
picture of a flower can be seen as an abstract composition. 

What do you think the black area of Morning Glory with Black 
represents? 

Let the students off er their ideas: a shadow, a piece of black 
cloth, the night sky, etc. 

_) 
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Did anyone guess another flower? 
Perhaps. 

Show the students another version of Morning Glory with Black 
which shows more of the black object. It's a black petunia. In 1926 
O'Keeffe did a series of three paintings of a white morning glory and 
a black petunia. 

Which of the three do you think is the most abstact? 
Ours, because we really cannot tell whether the black area of 
paint is supposed to represent something or if it's just a colored 
shape. 

Let's turn this painting on its side and see how it looks. 
O'Keeffe believed that it was acceptable for certain paintings to 
be viewed in different directions. This painting can be hung 
horizontally or vertically. 

O'Keeffe loved to paint flowers, but she depicted them in a unique 
way. She painted them larger than life so that we would take time to 
really look at them. (Read the following quotation from Georgia 
O'Keeffe: One Hundred Flowers, p. 2. to older children, if there is 
adequate time.) 

"A flower is relatively small. Everyone has many associations 
with a flower--the idea of flowers. You put out your hand to 
touch the flower--lean forward to smell it--maybe touch it 
with your lips almost without thinking--or give it to someone 
to please them. Still--in a way--nobody sees a flower--really- 
it is so small--we haven't time--and to see takes time like to 
a friend takes time. If I could paint the flower exactly as I see 
it, no one would see what I see because I would paint it small 
like the flower is small. 
So I said to myself--I'll paint what I see--what the flower is to 
me but I'll paint it big and they will be surprised into taking 
time to look at it." 

Let's use the elements of art to discover more about O'Keeffe's 
painting. 

At first glance, what two colors dominate this canvas? 
Black and white. 
The color palette is limited and severe. 
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Yet, what other colors does O'Keeffe use? Point them out. 
Light yellow-green, pale pink-violet, and light gray. 

Are these strong or delicate colors? 
Delicate 
They suggest the fragility of real petals. 

Does O'Keeffe spread the paint uniformly across the canvas or does 
she build it up in places? 

The paint is smoothly and evenly applied. 
This also suggests the texture of a flower petal. 

How would you describe the quality of line in this picture? Are the 
lines straight or curving, thick or thin, dark or light? 

There are many thin, light, delicate, curving lines. 
They give a graceful, flowing quality to the image. 

What type shapes do you find? 
The curved lines create some fan-shapes. 

Are these geometric shapes like a square or a triangle, or are these 
organic (biomorphic) shapes like the human body or a tree? 

These are organic shapes like clouds. 

Because we are so close to the flower, what happens to the space in 
this picture? 

The entire space of the canvas is taken up with the flower. 
The flower seems flat, not rounded. 

O'Keeffe's severe simplification and magnification of a morning glory 
gives this painting the quality of abstract design. 

ACTIVITY: 

Now let's make our own bee's eye view pictures of a flower. Hand 
each child a fabric or real flower ( daisies are inexpensive and readily 
available) to examine up close. Then give each student a large sheet 
of white paper and craypas or markers. Instruct them to try to paint 
the flower as large as they can so that it takes up the entire space of 
the paper. They may even decide to show only a part of the flower. 
Encourage them to emphasize the abstract lines and shapes that they 

) see in the flower. Does your flower look like Georgia O'Keeffe's? 
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IV. MONDRIAN 

B. Broadway Boogie Woogie 

Artist - Piet Mondrian Dutch (1872-1944) 

Year Painted - 1942-43 

Medium - oil on canvas 

Size - 50 x 50 inches 

Props - poster of the painting; white paper and colored 
construction paper, glue sticks, and scissors for each 
student; boogie woogie music. 

Activity - Cut paper abstractions after Mondrian 

) BACKGROUND INFORMATION (for the teacher) 
Piet Mondrian was one of a group of artists in Holland who 

sought to reduce naturalistic forms to their essential elements and 
thus arrive at abstraction. The group, known as De Stijl ("The Style") 
was founded by Mondrian and Theo van Doesburg in 1917 and had as 
its guiding principles the use of only straight lines and right angles as 
well as only the primary colors in addition to white, black and gray. 
This severely restricted painting style was labeled Neo-Plasticism. 
Mondrian adhered to its aesthetic tenets for the rest of his life. 

Pieter Cornelis Mondriaan was born in 1872 in Amersf oort, 
Holland, the son of a primary school headmaster. As a teenager, he 
studied to become an elementary school art teacher. Exhibits of his 
own works beginning in 1890 were so well-received, however, that 
he determined to become a professional artist. He took art classes 
for several years at the Rijksacademie in Amsterdam, but failed to 
win the Dutch Prix de Rome because of weakness in his figure 
drawing. His earliest works of the 1890s are naturalistic floral still 
lifes and figure paintings in the symbolist mode. It was as a 
landscape painter, however, that Mondrian set forth on his path to 
abstraction. For most of the first decade of the 20th century, 

) Mondrian painted realistic representations of his native Dutch 
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landscape with its low horizon and flat land. Gradually his 
landscapes become more and more reduced and monochromatic. By 
1912 he had moved to Paris and came under the influence of Cubism. 
He adopted the Cubists' neutral, muted coloration and break up of 
the surface into geometric shapes. A contemporary description of 
the painter by Apollinaire notes that "Mondrian descends from the 
cubists, but does not imitate them .... This cubism--very abstract- 
follows a different path from Braque and Picasso .... "4 Unlike 
Cubism's founders who retained an interest in volume, Mondrian 
emphasized the flatness and frontal quality of his motifs. 

The advent of World War I found the artist stranded back in 
Holland where he spent the remainder of the war years continuing to 
paint and exhibit his works. Discussions with van Doesburg led to 
the publication of a new journal, De Stijl, in 1917 which gave voice to 
their radical theories about art. Between 1917 and 1919 Mondrian's 
work became entirely abstract. His canvases were composed of an 
abstract grid of horizontals and verticals that divide the picture into 
many unequal rectangles. At first their colors were pastel and quiet. 
Following his return to Paris in 1919, however, the arist adopted a 
bolder color scheme, using planes of primary colors, planes of "non 
colors" (white, black, and gray) and black lines. By severely 
restricting the content of his work to essentials, he hoped to arrive at 

) universal statements without subjectivity. In his many articles and 
pamphets on abstract art, he also described a future in which art was 
integrated into the fabric of society. Mondrian's interest in 
Theosophy is often cited as an explanation for his creative vision. A 
formalistic analysis of his sophisticated nuances of color and line, 
however, offers more insight into the artist's purpose than a 
laborious recounting of abstruse ideas. 

Mondrian spent from 1940 until his death in 1944 in New York 
City to escape the danger and devastation of World War II. He loved 
the energy and excitement of New York life and enjoyed the 
company of other expatriate artists. Yet he remained always 
somewhat solitary. His art, while exhibited to critical acclaim, never 
achieved wide popularity. He died of pneumonia at the age of 
seventy-one. Nonetheless, his bold, reductive vision exerted a 
powerful influence not only on other artists, but also on modern 
architecture, furniture and fashion design. 

4 Piet Mondrian exhibtion catalo~ue. Milan: Leonardo Arte, 1994,_ p. 31. 
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DIALOGUE SUGGESTIONS (for classroom presentation) 

Show students the poster of Broadway Boogie Woogie and tell them 
that it was painted in 1944 by a Dutch artist, Piet Mondrian, who fled 
Europe to live in New York City during World War II. 

Does anyone know what Broadway is? 
It is an avenue in New York City on the West Side that is 
famous for its traffic, theaters, and neon signs. 

What about "boogie woogie." What's that? 
It's a jazzy piece of blues piano music with a strong rythmic 
beat (eighth notes in quadruple time). 

Mondrian loved jazz. When he first came to America in 1940, a 
friend of his introduced him to boogie woogie music which the artist 
found "Enormous, enormous!" (Mondrian catalogue, p. 75) Mondrian 
liked to go to cafes where he would dance to the boogie woogie 
music. He also played records of the music while painting in his 
studio. 

Tell older students that Mondrian compared the way he painted to 
the way boogie woogie music was composed. "True Boogie Woogie I 
conceive as homogeneous in intention with mine in painting: 
destruction of melody which is the equivalent of destruction of 
natural appearance; and construction through the continuous 
opposition of pure means--dynamic rhythm." (Helen M. Franc, A n 

. Invitation to See, Museum of Modern Art, New York: 1992, p. 65) 

Is this painting abstract or representational? 
Abstract. 

What is it made up of? 
Lots of colored squares and rectangles. 

Why do you think Mondrian entitled this painting Broadway Boogie 
Woogie? Is there something about the design that reminds you of a 
New York City street? 

It looks like a grid of streets crossing each other. 
The red squares remind us of red lights. 
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The larger shapes suggest buildings. 
The yellow suggests the bright lights of a city. 
The large number of these little blocks suggest the activity of 
city life. 

What is it about this painting that is like boogie woogie music? 
It seems busy and full of energy like jazzy dance music. 
The way the squares alternate with one another creates a 
strong rhythm. 

Does it seem as if Mondrian painted this picture quickly? 
Most students will probably say yes. 
Actually it took him about a year to complete it. 
He studied and reworked various parts of the canvas to achieve 
exactly the balance of color and line that he was seeking. 

While in America, he discovered an easier way to lay out his 
composition on canvas by means of strips of adhesive tape which he 
could easily lift up and rearrange. 

Even though this is an abstract painting, does it create a mood? Is it 
quiet or agitated? soft or loud? Active or still? 

The mood of this painting is active, even agitated, energetic, 
loud, and busy. 

Now let's look closely at how Mondrian arranged the elements of art 
to evoke this mood. We'll also get an idea as to why he needed time 
to paint his works. 

First, let's look at how he arranged the colors in this picture. 

How many colors does he use? 
Three (excluding white) 

Name them. 
Red, yellow, and blue. 

What do we call these three colors? 
The primary colors. 
They are the colors from which all other colors can be created. 
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For most of his career, Mondrian limited himself to using only red, 
yellow, and blue (the primaries) and black, white and gray (the "non 
colors). 

Which color stands out the most? 
The red 

Which color makes the painting seem to glow with light? 
The yellow 
The way the yellows are arranged makes them seem to flicker 
like lights flashing on and off. 
Mondrian's whites also seem to shine. 

Is this a bright or a dull painting? 
A bright painting. 
Mondrian's use of bold pnmary colors influenced younger 
abstract artists. 

) 

If possible, show students several other works by Mondrian. Then 
ask them, how else did he limit himself in his art? Hint: what type 
lines does he use? 

Straight lines. 
Since around 1917 Mondrian used only straight line in his 
works. 

In Broadway Boogie Woogie which was one of the last two paintings 
Mondrian created, he made a dramatic change in his art. Look at an 
earlier Mondrian canvas. What color are the lines? 

Solid black 

Now look at this picture. What are the lines made up of? 
The lines are actually made up of colored shapes. 

Tell older students that Mondrian was one of the founders of a 
movement in art called De Stijl, which challenged artists to create a 
pure art composed of a limited color palette and straight lines that 
intersect at right angles. 

What type of shapes do these lines form? 
Squares and rectangles. 

Are Mondrian's shapes organic like O'Keeffe's or geometric? 
They are geometric. 
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What shape is the canvas itself? 
A perfect square, 50 x 50 inches. 

Does any one thing stand out in this picture? Does Mondrian direct 
us to look at any one part of this painting first the way a portrait 
painter might? 

No, there is no central focus. 
All parts of the painting are given equal importance. 
This is a very modern trait. 

What about how the artist balances his composition. Is this a 
symmetrical or asymmetrical design? Ask younger children if they 
folded the painting in half, would each half echo the other? 

This is an asymmetrical composition. 

Can you see how Mondrian does achieves a dynamic or energetic 
balance in this composition? 

There are more large rectangular shapes on the left of center 
than on the right but those on the right are bigger. 
Most of the largest rectangles are along a band at the center. 
The bands are closest together at the right and left sides of the 
canvas. 

Mondrian was interested in how the proportions of each element 
relate to the other elements and to the whole. 

Does this picture have a frame? 
No. 
Mondrian was one of the first artists to develop a way to hang 
his stretched canvases without a frame by means of a mount 
which moves the paintings forward from the wall. 

How does eliminating the frame emphasize the painting's flatness. 
A picture frame is almost like looking out a window. 
It frames a view and thus increases the sense of depth. 
Without a frame, Mondrian forces the viewer to see a flat 
surface on which paint has been applied. 
This is a very modern notion of art. 

All of Mondrian's artistic choices help to create a work that is 
colorful, full of excitement, and pulsating with rhythm, just like a 
busy street in New York City or a jazzy dance. 
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ACTNITY: 

Did you ever think of how many different ways you can arrange a 
few straight lines and a few colors? This was the challenge that 
Mondrian faced in every painting he did. Now let's see what type 
pictures we can make using only the same few elements as 
Mondrian. Hand each student one piece each of white, black, red, 
yellow and blue construction paper. Each student should alos have 
his or her own scissors and gluestick or paste. Cut the black paper 
into strips. Then, using the white paper as the ground, glue on the 
black strips in whatever design you wish. Then cut out rectangles or 
squares of colored paper to fill any of the spaces you have created. 
Play around with the arrangement of lines and shapes before glueing 
them down. If possible, play some boogie woogie music while the 
students are working on their own Mondrians. When everyone is 
finished, display the "mondrians" around the classroom. Are any of 
the designs exactly the same? 

) 

V.POLLOCK 

C Mural 

Artist - Jackson Pollock 

Year Painted - 1950 

American (1912-1956) 

Medium - oil, enamel, and aluminum paint on canvas 

Size - l"S~ 
1 :2f ;5 iTict1es 

Props - poster of the painting; a large sheet of white paper, 
tongue depressors or popsicle sticks, and a set of poster 
paints; or, 8 x 10" pieces of white paper and colored 
pencils for each student. 
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Activity - Create an "action painting"; make a doodle sketch. 

(This painting is in the private collection of William S. Rubin. 
The Museum of Modern Art owns several important Pollocks 
but they are not available in poster format.) 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (for the teacher) 
The American artist Jackson Pollock is the most famous 

exponent of Abstract Expressionism, an art movement which 
originated in post-war New York City (hence its other name, The New 
York School) and encompassed artists who expressed themselves 
abstractly in large-scale, dramatic works. Divided into two groups, 
"Color-field" Painting and Action Painting, Abstract Expressionism is 
characterized by a sense of freedom from traditional artistic rules as 
well as an emphasis on the process of painting itself. 

Pollock was born in Cody, Wyoming in 1912. The youngest of 
five brothers, Jackson and his family moved frequently in search of a 
better life. In 1928 they settled in Los Angeles where Pollock 
attended the Manual Arts High School. He was expelled for writing a 
paper that criticized the school's overemphasis on athletics at the 
expense of academics! The next year he was expelled again after 
punching his coach in a confrontation over the teenager's eccentric 
clothing and non-conformist behavior. Pollock's oldest brother, 
Charles, was already an aspiring artist studying in New York, and 
Jackson, with his mother's encouragement, soon decided to follow in 
his brother's footsteps. In the fall of 1930, Pollock move to New York 
to study at the Art Students League with American Regionalist artist, 
Thomas Hart Benton. 

Pollock's first works from the 1930s reflect Benton's influence 
in their subject matter, scenes from American life, and in the 
expressive quality of their rhythmic lines. Yet Pollock was not a 
naturally-gifted draftsman. As he wrote to Charles in 1930, "My 
drawing, I will tell you frankly is rotten. It seems to lack freedom 
and rhythm. It is cold and lifeless. It isn't worth the postage to send 
it." For over a decade he labored to perfect his drawing. His early 
awkwardness is evident in his three oldest extant sketchbooks from 
1937 to 1941, which were on display at the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art in a revelatory exhibit in the fall of 1997. The sketchbooks show 
him copying the Old Masters and being fascinated by the work of the 
Mexican muralists, Diego Rivera, Jose Clemente Orozco, and David 
Alfaro Siqueiros. Pollock's interest in the art and culture of Native 
Americans which he was acquainted with from growing up in the 
West is also apparent. Exposure to European surrealists with their 
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emphasis on pamtmg the unconscious, as well as the work of Picasso, 
gradually led the artist away from Benton's stylistic influence. By 
the early 40s, Pollock was producing brightly colored canvases which 
depicted primitive myths as well as personal symbols culled from his 
own dreams and memories, in a highly abstracted although still 
objective manner. The main figures were difficult to discern because 
Pollock painted over them with lines and symbols in an attempt, as 
he put it, "to veil the image. "5 

Pollock failed to achieve any commercial success with his 
paintings for most of his career. He was very poor and lived for 
much of the 1930s with his brother. During that decade he was 
employed by the WPA, and when that support ended in 1943, he 
became a janitor at the Guggenheim Museum. Throughout his adult 
life, Pollock struggled with alcoholism and mental illness. He entered 
Jungian psychoanalysis in 1939, but never stayed in therapy very 
long. In 1941 he began a stormy relationship with the painter Lee 
Krasner whom he married in 1945. 

In the late 40s, Pollock made a break-through that would have 
major repercussions on the development of modern art. He 
abandoned representation entirely to concentrate on the act of 
painting itself. His famous "drip" canvases challenged the notion of 
what art is. Time Magazine in 1956 dubbed Pollock, "Jack the 
Dripper. "6 In place of the traditional method of applying oil paints 
with a brush, he substituted ordinary house paint and industrial 
aluminum paint that he splattered, tossed, and drizzled onto huge 
unprimed canvases pinned to the floor of his studio on Long Island. 
The artist's movements as he circled the canvas and threw paint at it 
with the force of his entire musculature became an essential element 
of the finished picture. For Pollock, his works were "energy made 
visible. "7 Brushmarks alone without subject matter become 
expressive of the artist's mood, personality and technique. Pollock 
gave birth to the art of gesture. Unfortunately, the artist's life ended 
prematurely. He died in a car crash in 1956 which some regard as 
suicide. He was despondent over his inability to work and had begun 
drinking heavily again. Pollock's art seemed for many to mimic the 
violence and destructiveness in his life. He himself encouraged the 
notion that modern artists work from within when he said, "Painting 

5 Greenberg, p. 83. 
6 Francis V. O'Connor, Jackson Pollock, New York: The Museum of Modem 
Art, 1967, p. 74. 

) 1 Greenberg, p. 84. 
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is self-discovery. Every good artist paints what he is. "8 The 
originality of vision and tremendous labor involved in his creations 
are sometimes obscured, however, by an overemphasis on his tragic 
life. 

) 

DIALOGUE SUGGESTIONS (for classroom presentation) 

Display the poster of Pollock's Mural and ask students what they 
think. 

"Wow! Is this different from Mondrian." 
Some will say that this isn't painting, or that it looks a mess. 
Others will say it looks like a child did it. 

Allow students time to express their first reactions. Then ask them if 
this picture too is an example of abstract art? 

Yes. 
You can't recognize any objects. 

Of what does this painting remind you? 
Something dribbling. 
Scribbles, doodles. 
Splattered paint like what's left on a drop cloth. 

Pollock called this type of painting, which he produced m the last ten 
years of his life, "drip" painting. 

Can you guess how Pollock painted this work? Look carefully at it. 
Hint: Where did he place the canvas? 

On the floor! 

Pollock rejected the traditional way of painting usmg brushes, oil 
paints, and a canvas set on an easel. Instead he placed a clean, 
unstretched piece of canvas on the floor of his studio. He then 
poured, dripped and splattered paint over it using sticks, the handle 
end of the brush, and even syringes. He never actually touched the 
canvas with a brush. 

What size do you think most of Pollock's drip paintings were? 
Very large. 

_) 8 O'Connor, p. 73. 
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Some of them are as large as a school blackboard, around 8.5 x 
16 feet. 

) 

Our particular example of Pollock's work is called Mural and was 
painted in 1950, the same year that the artist produced two of his 
most famous drip paintings, Autumn Rhythm now at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art and One (Number 31. 1950} now at the 
Museum of Modern Art. (Show children reproductions of these more 
famous works if possible) Then tell them that although ours is done 
in the same style as the latter two huge canvases, it is in fact quite 
small, only 18.5 x 24.75 inches. 

What shapes did the artist's body make while he was painting? Try 
to pretend that you are the artist at work. 

His body was constantly in motion. 
He walked around and around the image and his whole body 
became involved in the act of painting. 
He twisted and bent, making large arcs and strong diagonals as 
he splattered the paint. 

That's why Pollock called his type of painting "Action Painting. He 
described how he could "work from the four sides and literally be in 
the painting. This is akin to the method of the Indian sand painters 
of the West. "9 

Do you think it is easy to paint this way? Do you think Pollock 
painted quickly or slowly? 

It's not easy to paint this way if you want to control where the 
paint falls. 
Pollock spent hours looking at a painting and planning his next 
move. 
The image did not happen by accident. 
It was not painted wildly without concern for design. 

Let's look at how Pollock uses the elements of art to appreciate even 
more how much control it took to guide the direction of the drips and 
to make them various thicknesses and shapes. 

What element of art stands out the most in this picture? 
Lines! 

9 Helen M. Franc, An Invitation to See, New York: Museum of Modem Art, 
) 1992, p. 140. 
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) Let's describe the quality of these lines. Are there mostly straight or 
curved? 

Most of the lines are curved. 

Encourage your students to point out and name some of the types of 
lines used in this picture? 

Diagonals, loops, wavy lines, s-curved lines, zig zags, wiggly 
lines, criss crosses. 

) 

Are there only a few lines or are there a mass of lines? 
There are many lines. 
They seem all entangled with one another. 
They cover the entire canvas, creating an all-over pattern. 

Do all of these curving, overlapping lines appear still or full of 
movement? 

Full of movement and energy. 
The repetition of the lines creates a sense of rhythm. 

How would you describe the colors Pollock uses here? Name all the 
colors you find. 

Black, white, gray, beige, brownish-red, and tannish-yellow. 

Are these bright or somber colors? Are there many primary colors? 
The colors are dark and somber. 
There are only hints of yellow and red, yet the painting would 
look very different without them. They add to the picture's 
liveliness and energy. 

With what do you associate the color black? 
Night, the absence of light, shadows, mystery, maybe even evil. 

With what do you associate white? 
Light, clarity, purity, cleanliness. 

Which color stands out more and why? 
The black because some of the lines are thicker and were 
painted over other layers of paint. 

The strong contrast between black and white adds to the image's 
power. 
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) 
How does Pollock deal with space m this picture? Is there much 
empty, or negative space here? 

No, not at all. 
The whole canvas is filled with painted lines, even to the edges. 
The painting seem dense, filled up with paint. 

What about depth in space. Does this image seem flat or three 
dimensional? 

Flat. 

) 

But do some lines seem to come forward and others go back 
(recede)? Why? 

The thick black lines seem to come forward because they were 
painted on top of other layers of paint. 
Pollock used overlapping of his layers of paint to create a 
suggestion of shallow space in this picture. 

What do you think this painting would feel like? What is its 
texture? 

The picture would feel rough and bumpy from the different the 
dense layers of paint. 
Pollock emphasizes the texture of the paint itself which is 
applied thickly here. 

Do your eyes focus on any one point m this picture? 
No. 
Pollock deliberately spread the colors and lines evenly so as to 
eliminate one focal point. 
This equal emphasis on all parts of the canvas makes our eyes 
move around it. 
It adds to the action. 

If you could step inside this pamtmg, what would it feel like? 
(Children's comments here are particularly telling.) 
As if lost in a maze, bewildered, chaotic, wild. 
As if caught in a spider web with thousands of strings. 
As if whirling around in a dream/nightmare. 

Even though this painting doesn't tell a story, depict a scene, describe 
a person, or reproduce what we see around us, does it still convey a 
mood or feeling? 

The answer to this question will of course vary with each 
) individual. 
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Most everyone will feel a tremendous sense of energy. 
Pollock called his paintings "energy made visible." 
Some will feel something edgy, nervous, intense, even 
frightening about this picture. 
Others· will sense the painting's great freedom, motion, 
wildness and exuberance. 

Pollock described his art as "an energetic adventure for the eye." 1 0 
He believed his art expressed the universal desires and emotions 
that all people feel. 

ACTIVITY: 

) 

Older students can try to make their own action painting as a group 
activrty. (Individual action paintings require more time than usually 
available in Learning to Look classes.) This activity is more suited to 
the art room than the classroom, but can be done in the latter if the 
floor is well-covered with newspaper. Lay a large sheet of white 
paper and a set of poster paints on the floor. Give each student a 
popsicle stick or tongue depressor. Have them take turns "flinging" a 
line of paint onto the paper. Do not stop until the class is satisfied 
with the density and rhythm of the lines and the balance of the 
colors. You can limit the color choices ahead of time. Students will 
observe that it's not as easy as they may have thought to make the 
paint go where they want it. 

Younger students can be encouraged to do a doodle drawing. 
Instruct them to use colored pencils. Tell them to hold their pencil 
loosely and not to watch what they are doing. Just let your pencil 
wander freely over the canvas. What type lines and shapes have 
you drawn? Turn the picture upside down. Which way do you like 
it best? 

1 O O'Connor, p. 57. 
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